Acute inpatient treatment, hospitalization course and direct costs in bipolar patients with intellectual disability.
To explore the impacts of intellectual disability (ID) on psychotropic medication use, length of hospital stay (LOS) and direct hospitalization costs during inpatient treatment for acute bipolar episodes, all 17,899 index hospitalizations due to acute bipolar episodes between 1998 and 2007 in Taiwan were identified from a total population health insurance claims database, amongst which 544 subjects had a concomitant diagnosis of ID. Pattern of psychotropic medication use, LOS, discharge outcome and direct costs during hospitalization were compared between bipolar patients with ID and without ID and multivariate models controlling for major cost confounders were used to explore the impacts of ID on LOS, discharge outcome and inpatient costs. The results indicated that, compared to bipolar patients without ID, bipolar patients with ID were younger, had longer LOS and received significantly lower daily equivalent dosages of antipsychotics, mood stabilizers, lithium and benzodiazepines. Significantly more bipolar patients with ID could not be discharged successfully. The longer LOS possibly reflected slower clinical stabilization, conservative use of medications and difficulty in community placement. The lower average daily reimbursements indicated that treatment of bipolar patients with ID were under-funded, whereas the higher total direct costs resulting from prolonged LOS placed greater economic straint on healthcare system. The findings support that bipolar patients with ID are clinically unique but relatively under-supported during acute hospitalization. Modifying current pharmacological intervention, health care resources allocation and community supporting structure is paramount to reducing LOS and improving hospitalization outcome.